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● Review Tiny URL service
● Assignment 1
Synchronization
The key problem in synchronization is to identify the order 
of the events happened in different nodes in a distributed 
system.
Clock Synchronization
Clock Synchronization is a common effort to synchronize 
independent clocks in a distributed system.
● Physical Clock
○ Two clocks on different nodes do not agree
○ Physical clocks will drift due to physical factors 
(temperature, humidity or age of the hardware)
○ It is not a good idea to set time back
● Logical Clock
Clock Synchronization
Various Clock Synchronization Algorithm
● Naive Solution
○ Client sends a request to the central server
○ Did not count the network latency
● Cristian Algorithm
○ Assumption: network delays are symmetric
○ Tnew = Tserver + (T1-T0) /2
Clock Synchronization
Various Clock Synchronization Algorithm
● Berkeley Algorithm
○ Obtain average of all nodes’ time
○ Two Steps
■ Obtain time from all nodes
■ Send offset to all nodes
● Precision Time Protocol (PTP)
Replication








● Reliability Downgrade during Maintenance
● Validation Job
● Client cache for two-round-trip problem
Weak and Strong Consistency
● Weak Consistency: All accesses are seen by different 
nodes in the same order across a distributed system.
● Strong Consistency: Different nodes in a distributed 
system may perceive variables in different states.
How do you implement them in a data storage system?
Eventual Consistency
When the clients stop issuing new write requests, all read 
requests will return the most recently results.
● ACID





How do you implement them in a data storage system?
Case Study
Design a sync mechanism for a payment system.
Review Tiny URL Service
● Scope of the Design
○ Goals and Non-Goals
○ service-level objective or capacity estimation
● Basic Architecture
○ Details of API Design
○ Database Design
○ Service Algorithm








● Operation and Analytics
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